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Introduction

Searching scholarships on the net is a 
quite difficult business nowadays.

There are tons of scholarships out there, 
yet to find some of them that suit with you 

is what matter most.



  

Problems
some of scholarships searching problem



  

So, what's their problem?



  

Google's
and any search engine's problem



  

1. They try to index everything on 
the web.

2. They give you some of something 
(informations) yet mostly seems to 
be nothing (data).



  

Proof it!
some cases to become an evidence



  

Searching “scholarships” give you 
58.900.000 web page from Google and 

174,000,000 from Yahoo! Awesome ... that 
is data, not yet information. We need to 

crunch it over and over to digest all.



  

scholarships.com
and any scholarships search engine's problem



  

To many forms to be filled in
and yet

they tend to be in Web 1.0 mode



  

Proof it!
some images to become an evidence



  
http://www.scholarships.com/Begin.aspx



  
http://www.fastweb.com



  

Mailing-List
and any static sites problem



  

1. You need to log in to access 
information.

2. Data is just a data. No intelligence 
surrounding it. They don't have 
CTO and they can't either.

3. Moderator is the king yet 
sometimes they try to become a 
dictator too.



  

Proof it!
some cases to become an evidence



  
If your mailing-list is hosted by Yahoo!, pass this first



  

Google
Own their groups

Yahoo!
does it too



  

Moderator
are not be able to mock up their groups
but they could delete it if they want to

or banned some messages that violate their interest



  

Important!
Deleting a group is permanent! Proceed with caution.

If you click the Delete group button, 
you’ll remove the group from Yahoo! Groups, 

unsubscribe all members, and eliminate all archives, 
shared files, and calendars.

http://help.yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/groups/original/ownmod/starting/starting-22.html



  

Problem and Problem
=

Stress



  

1. User generate their informations 
(and tags) instead of data.

2. Data is not just a data. There is an 
intelligence surrounding it. We have 
CTO to deal with.

3. There would be no king or dictator; 
just some folk who would become 
“Top Users”.

Advantage of ScholarsCamp



  

Features
to kick out some stress our users used to have



  

BlackHole
match users with scholarships information 

lies on ScholarsCamp's database
..... someday .....

Google's giant database



  

BlackHole 2U
delivers those BlackHole's informations to users' mailbox



  

once a day
only and if only

we found scholarships informations that suit with them



  

BlackHole 2U
is not a kind of

SPAM
no advertising campaign in it yet



  

Audience
every scholars 

in every generation and every continent
who need scholarships information



  

Business Models

1. AdSense Publisher
2. Sponsorships (banner)
3. Text-base sponsorships
4. Contextual scholarships advertisement
5. To link and match scholarships (maybe jobs) 

providers with users
6. Sell Merchandise (Shirt, Mug, T-Shirt, Caps, 

Key holder, Towel, etc)



  

Try to make something people want.

Conclusion
If you make something users want, 

they will be happy, and you can translate
that happiness into money. 

That is the basis of a startup.
Paul Graham on Founders at Works

by Jessica Livingston



  

Contact
fuad@scholarscamp.com & wim@scholarscamp.com



  

Thanks
we hope you like it



  

Headquarters
Jalan DI Panjaitan No. 59 RT 37 RW 10

Mantrijeron Yogyakarta 55188
Indonesia



  

.. next ..
blog.scholarscamp.com


